Welcome

Along with the entire Board of Directors and staff, we are pleased to extend a welcoming hand and look
forward to meeting you in person.
Our regular board meetings are on the 4th Monday of each month at 9:00 a.m. (April through October). We hope that you will become involved in our community and learn to love it and its’ people as much
as we do. Some of us have been here for quite some time, and others are much newer, as are you, but we
find it to be friendly and inclusive of all.
Included in this packet is a variety of information or notices to help you find your way such as:
* Lake Toxaway Charities brochure
* Historic Toxaway Guide
* Nature Park Information
* Southern Highlands Reserve
* Lake Toxaway Country Club Information
From www.laketoxawaycommunity.net, you may login as a ‘resident’ to access IPM’s website
(senearthco.org) to view the following under Community Information/Governing Documents:
- ARB Rules
- Lake Rules
- Red Bird Report (LTCA monthly newsletter)
- Music on the Mountain Schedule
- Meet & Greet Calendar
Please refer to all informative sheets within this packet, or do not hesitate to call our office with any specific question or concern.

Lake Toxaway Community Association, Inc.
PO Box 100

Lake Toxaway, NC 28747

828-966-9453

Tech notes in Lake Toxaway Estates 2020-2021

Internet
Wired
Comporium is the dominant supplier in the area, and broadband is available to majority of residences
within the Estates.
A little history, Comporium is the telephone supplier and thus originally pulled phone wiring to
residences. At some point in the 1960’s cable TV was an offering and the company pulled coax wiring to
many of the homes to support that offering. Note that future residence area development especially up
roads to higher elevations was not economical to Comporium and coax does not exist in those areas.
Internet was offered only as a DSL option until late 2019. DSL runs over phone type wiring with a max
speed of 10Mbps. However it is highly dependent on how far you are from the signal source and as you
approach 2 miles 2Mbps would be common.
After several years of upgrading systems Comporium started offering Broadband internet in the Estates
in late 2019. This was limited to customers who were already wired for coax (cable TV) or the cable TV
service was already an option for that residence. Broadband offerings in Estates currently start at
300Mbps.
For those who do not have cable TV as an option they will wire COAX to your home but will charge you
their cost for doing that. Several members have gotten together to share the cost for their street
location. Contact member services at Comporium to confirm whether you have the option already or to
request a quote.
Satellite
Hughes net could be an option for satellite internet, not aware of current local usage.
SpaceX is now taking orders for Starlink internet beta users and does look potentially attractive in the
future. However you will need a 90 degree view of the sky as does not use geosynchronous satellites,
trees will affect the signal.

Extending WIFI in home
Depending on home layout and for homes larger than 2000 sq. ft. WIFI provided by the vendor router
may leave dead zones or spaces where speed may not be adequate, especially for grandchildren.
If only 1 or 2 of these unacceptable spaces there are many WIFI extenders on market that can help.
Technology changes frequently so not recommending any particular solution. Pricing $25 to $75

Best coverage for large homes and/or power users is a WIFI Mesh system. This consists of a router node
and 1 or more satellite nodes. Most common in the estates and consistently top ranked in reviews are
Netgear ORBI and Amazon’s EERO systems. Offering from Linksys also has been positively reported here
in estates.
Each vendor will have several models oriented to whether each node is covering 1500, 2000, or 2500 sq.
ft.
Highly recommend a triband model. This dedicates a channel for the devices to talk to one another for
management traffic, leaving the other two channels for your internet data to achieve speeds close to
what enters your home.
The technology evolves every year with 2021 being transition to WIFI 6 from WIFI 5. That means deals
are out there for WIFI 5 equipment. As of writing ( 4/21) a three 2000 sq. ft. node (total 6000 sq.ft.)
package runs $300. But there are deals out there on lower end models for half that. Highest
performance, covering 7500 sq.ft. and up will run $600 to $900.
Remember your max internet speed is what enters the house; you are addressing getting that speed as
broadly as possible throughout the home.
Also distance from a node matters, you can get 300Mbps if your computer is near the node, but may
only get 100Mbps 30-50 ft. away. Devices have speed constraints. If measuring speed on your phone,
your phone may only be physically possible of receiving 100Mbps. Although some such as iphone run at
300Mbps.

Power
Power outages can happen several times a year. Duration ranges from a few minutes to several hours.
Prior to 2020 there were some occurrences that lasted days. Improvements were made with the supply
from Duke Power to Haywood EMC which services us, so hopefully “days” are behind us.
Power blips happen weekly. They may be long enough to turn off a TV, but not long enough to trigger a
backup generator to start. Many of us have backup generators, but take many seconds for a backup to
come online.
Highly recommend you get a small APC UPS, $50 to $80, to supply power to your internet router so you
maintain connectivity during a power blip.
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